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1. Introduction

The role women can and should play in a changing Europe has been a main theme for the EFECW ever since the
year 2000. Year 2004 was another step towards better understanding, sharing the different traditions and walks of life.
Accordingly themes like Trafﬁcking in Human Beings, Ecumenical Learning and Conﬂict management are in the centre
of EFECW activities. Another important element which got started already last year with the meeting in Strasbourg, is to
awaken women’s interest in political structures, strategies and to call them to responsibility and active participation in the
decision-making process of their countries and the European integration. Once again women experienced throughout
this year how important it is to tell the stories of life, sorrow, discrimination but also of achievements, joy and peace
building.
It was a good feeling to be able to start a new year well organised, with good projects and with the conﬁdence of a
secured project ﬁnancing. Thanks to the TEAMS cooperation and the readiness of the donor agencies, we have been
able to carry out part of the projects foreseen for 2004. However not always do the plans match reality. Since most of
the Forum members work on voluntary basis, it is not always possible to invest enough time into the preparation of a
project. Our standpoint is: better postpone a project than to have a low-quality event. The other fact is that in our rapidly
changing world, issues are no longer in the centre of attention. This calls for ﬂexibility, alertness and readiness to accept
the changes and adapt the projects to the new situation not touching the content but reshaping the mode. This has been
possible thanks to the ﬂexibility of the persons in charge. In our case, a reshaping had also to take place because some
project leaders could not handle the project due to overload of work and lack of time. Some of these projects shall be
integrated in the 2005 programme.
The preparations for the General Assembly in 2006 started in the last weeks of this year. The GA will be hosted by
EFECW Switzerland who in the same year will celebrate its 20th birthday. These preparations will tie down quite some
energy in 2005 and 2006. We shall also commemorate the 50th Jubilee of the prayer movement of the Fellowship of the
Least Coin.

2. Programme
In 2004 events were implemented involving over 200 women.
A. Overcoming the Culture of Violence, Prejudice and Discrimination
Towards a Culture of Peace and Justice
A. 1.

“International Workshop – Regional networking against Trafﬁcking in Human Beings”
Bucharest, Romania, March 23- 26, 2004
The workshop was organised by AIDRom (Ecumenical Association of Churches in Romania), in cooperation with the
Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women, the IGP – Institute of Research and Prevention of Criminality and
Partners for Change. The workshop offered the opportunity to meet representatives of NGOs active in preventing
trafﬁcking and assisting victims from South Eastern European countries and experts and representatives of West
European bodies. It was a follow-up of the seminar organised in March 2003 and tried to bring together representatives
of different organisations, which are involved, in the ﬁght against trafﬁcking in human beings. Through the seminar the
Romanian network tried to raise an alarm signal and to draw attention on the growing problems of trafﬁcking in women
from, to and through the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The number of cases of trafﬁcking in women reported
in Europe has grown dramatically. The Ecumenical Forum of Christian Women in Europe sustains the anti-trafﬁcking
programs in the region, contributing with human resources as well as with ﬁnancial help.
Trafﬁcking in human beings is NO LONGER A NEW ISSUE IN South-Eastern Europe. In December 2003, the UN
Palermo Protocol came into force. The ministers of the governments of the region signed the Palermo Stability Pact
Declaration. They have committed their countries to implementing effective programmes of prevention, victim assistance
and protection, legislative reform, enforcement and prosecution of trafﬁckers. It is now time to move forward to work in
partnership, civil society and authorities at the national and regional level. Only together, in coordinated actions we will
stop or at least diminish trafﬁcking in human beings.
This workshop primarily analysed what has been done so far, provided opportunities for sharing of experiences / good
practises and promoted cooperation between NGOs, Churches, mass media and state bodies and other concerned
agencies in the region seeking to ﬁnd ways of networking in the region.
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A.2. War, Terrorism, Women and Religion
“Encounter makes you change”
Empowerment and Strategies to overcome conﬂicts and violence
Leuenberg Centre, Feketic , Serbia-Montenegro, November 2004, 5 – 7, 23 participants
This Seminar was cooperation between Schweizerischen Katholischen Frauenbund and EFECW
Actually the seminar was planned to take place in Portugal. Due to lack of infrastructures and disinterest in the topic in
Portugal, EFECW asked the Serbian National-Coordinator if she would be ready to house the seminar in her country.
The ecumenical women’s group in Novi Sad objected to the title and asked EFECW to suggest a new one and a slightly
altered content.
The aim of the project was to have women of different walks of life, of different confessions and ethnicities to reﬂect on
the interaction of violence, intolerance or ignorance and to show that meeting, talking, listening to each other create
a new relationship guided by respect and tolerance and through this develop the capacity to resist violence and to
face conﬂicts. All participants are involved in voluntary work either within their Churches or with EHO Ecumenical Help
Organisation. The resource persons were aiming at a highly interactive seminar to involve the participants as much as
possible.
The content work was grouped around three themes: encounter and getting to know each other, reﬂections on wickedness
and evil and developing strategies to overcome evil and wickedness. A fourth element was the Bible Study and the
closing celebration the content of both being closely linked to the theme of the workshop.
The evaluation showed that both participants and resource persons were very satisﬁed with the workshop. The
atmosphere of openness contributed to reduce prejudices, the inputs, group works and plenary discussion gave strength
to overcome daily conﬂict situations. Unfortunately the Orthodox women were missing.
To tackle with this very complex theme was not easy – one had to be aware of the difﬁcult situation the people in SerbiaMontenegro are in right now. The frustrations about the economical difﬁculties, the feeling of being isolated, the inﬂux of
refugees strongly marks both men and women. Against this background the active participation and the willingness of
the participants to discuss in groups and in plenary was a great achievement. The success of this meeting also proves
that resource persons from abroad had made a good choice of methods, contents and wordings. A crucial point is to
discuss the theme beforehand with the organisers on site.
The organisation on site by the EFECW Group of Serbia-Montenegro was very efﬁcient and a great help for both
participants and resource persons.

A. 3. Campaign to Ban and Remove Landmines
For the past decades landmines had not been an issue in Europe – with some exceptions of course.
The war in South-East Europe however made people become aware of a severe problem just in front of our doors.
People in that region were directly confronted with the consequences of landmines when they daily saw children and
farmers but also soldiers being killed or injured by this war device. One is especially shocked about the use of this
weapon because it is no more an important tool of modern warfare but aims at intimidating and damaging the civil
population. News of accidents is daily known from Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Chechnya, Kosovo and the GreekTurkish border.
Therefore EFECW wanted to respect the cry for help from the Croatian National Coordinator. In the beginning of 2004
a postcard and poster campaign was planned. Unfortunately the person who took over the task fell ill during the year
and could not handle the project anymore. Therefore another solution had to be found. A member of the Coordinating
Committee offered her services. In December a letter went out to our network informing about the UN “Comprehensive
Mine Action Strategy” and giving a web site address of mine action organisations to which people wanting either to join
such actions or to seek ﬁnancial support for both mine removal actions or medical support.
This project had no ﬁnancial consequences since the person dealing with it donated her working hours (10 hours).
B.

Building New Ecumenical Visions and Partnerships -- towards inclusion

B. 1

“Beyond Feminism? Women and men in a new humanity.” Madrid, Spain, June 2004

Ecumenical understanding is not something to achieve easily. EFECW’s commitment to Ecumenism for more than
20 years has over and over again experienced back sets and tensions. The tensions among the different Churches
touching sensitive points in theology and liturgy urged EFECW to give the ecumenical dialogue a new impulse.
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After a ﬁrst seminar in Greece in 2003 concentrating on Orthodoxy, over 20 women from Western and Eastern European
countries met in Madrid. The participants belonged to the Roman-Catholic, Lutheran, Reformed, Methodist and Orthodox
Church. The seminar was organised by the Spanish branch of EFECW, in cooperation with the Centro de las Mujeres,
Madrid.
Before the seminar the participants were asked to answer questions related to the context in their countries. The
seminar concentrated on Spain being a predominantly Roman-Catholic country and whose context is typical for many
developments.
The group asked itself: Where do women stand in a new Europe of the 21st century? Seen that Christian values got
lost, that power, violence and terrorism show how little inﬂuence women have. Women have proven their capacity of
care, love, support and bearing the consequences of wars. Through this they acquired a self-understanding and a will
to assume responsibility. Yet the still prevailing male dominated social, political and church structures have given little
chance to participate in the decision-making process. If a changing Europe wants to live in peace, it will need a change
in the structural patterns and a new understanding of sharing responsibility and capacities among men and women.
Another important statement was that women should not see themselves exclusively as victims but rather as women full
of energy, creativity and with the ability to design their own future.
The insight into the Spanish context showed three aspects. The politics of the past: Kingdom, Dictatorship, the strong
Roman-Catholic domination and the new start with Democracy. During the dictatorship Spanish women were excluded
from public activities, however, the Second Vaticanum softened the rigid attitude. It was though only after the disparities
of the totalitarian regime that gender issues were openly discussed and women ﬁnally were able to assume their position
within the society. It was impressive to meet one of the old members of the Reformed community in Madrid and hearing
her story of repression, intolerance and humiliation during the difﬁcult years.
The context of Russia, which may also stand for other Eastern European countries, shows that several revolutions,
wars and crisis have deeply changed the former feudal social order of the country. After the revolution, women had
to assume tasks which formerly had been male tasks. Men had to submit themselves under the communist order and
during the war to complete obedience loosing their social competence. Today men have problems in ﬁnding their place
within society. After the transition the Orthodox Church reintroduced the patriarchal order with no place for women, yet
they were the ones to keep the faith and traditions in most difﬁcult times.
March 11 occupied an important place in this dialogue. Fundamentalism was identiﬁed as one of the most important
problem of today’s world. In Spain Muslim women look for contact with Christian women asking for support in their
growing feminist demands. The discussion also made clear that there is a great plurality within Islam.
The conclusions of the seminar were: Becoming aware of different contexts promotes understanding and respect; by
sharing and talking we get to know the face of the stranger. This dialogue has to continue especially on Ecumenism.
Women have not yet achieved a full equality both within society and churches. Women should be more aware of their
capacities and abilities and their willingness to assume responsibility. Men and women should complement each other
when looking for a new relationship not accepting old stereotypes.
The group recommended intensifying the dialogue with Islamic women. The project of Ecumenical learning within
EFECW, will continue in the years to follow.
A follow-up was planned for September in St. Petersburg, Russia in 2004 – for organisational reasons this project has
been postponed to 2005.
C. Enhancing Competence, Leadership and Management Skills
C. 1.

Young Women’s Leadership and Management Training Programme Intuitive and Structural Management, Leadership and Finances Training
“The Courage to be – The Courage to Lead”
Internet Online Interactive Women’s Training Course, February 1 – March 31, 2004

24 young women from 20 countries (Bulgaria, Canada, Czech Rep., Dem Rep of Congo, England, Finland, Georgia,
Honduras, Hungary, India, Liberia, Nepal, the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Romania, Singapore, Scotland,
Switzerland, Ukraine, and Zambia), participated in the ﬁrst EFECW certiﬁcated, interactive, online distance learning
training seminar on YOUNG WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP TRAINING. It was sponsored by the Ecumenical Forum for
European Christian Women (EFECW) and the Ecumenical Network for Youth Action (ENYA).
The emphasis of the online Training Seminar was to develop self-awareness, self-conﬁdence, and the management
skills needed by women to be effective ecumenical leaders and managers. The ability to lead is within us all -- but
learning to lead effectively starts with our own leadership style. The command-and-control leadership methods of the
last century are extremely inefﬁcient in our fast changing genderised world. The course aimed to provide more effective
methods and strategies for motivated others and effective team leading.
The course involved approximately 32 hours of reading, on-line working groups, interaction with other participants
through chat and a moderated list serve, interaction with facilitators, plus assignments and other course work. It was
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offered over a 9-week period, from February 1 to March 31, 2004. E-mail, interactive chat and the electronic forum and
resource list were the main mediums for the course. The course was based on a participatory, active learning approach,
with an emphasis on peer-to-peer learning. All participants received regular (weekly) individualised feedback on seminar
assignments.
We found that this was a very cost effective, yet time intensive method for training course.

C.2.

Adelheid Phase II, Women’s Transformation Training
Brecon, Wales, August 2 – 17, 2004,

This project brings together women of all ages, from Church, Women’s Organisations, NGO’s, Peace and Justice
Organisations. This project is in existence since 1999 and is organised by EFECW, YWCA Cz and ENYA. It involves
women from Eastern and Central Europe. While phase I is a theoretical training, Phase 2 “enables participants to put
the learning into practice”.
Transformation training is an experience in developing powerful tools that can help build ecumenical women’s networks
and contribute towards progressive social change.
Adelheid project is a strategic interactive training programme in the ﬁelds of: English language, management, project
development, ﬁnances, evaluation processes, biblical and theological reﬂection, the use of new technologies and
economic, social and political leadership.
The 11 participants came from 8 countries. Three women could not join for different reasons. Participants were taken
care of by a coordinating team of teachers, resource persons and background helpers. To be in Wales in a region with a
very special culture and heritage highly contributed to the good atmosphere during the project week. Outings to visit the
mining museum and a pit showed how many social and economic problems Wales had to cope with during the last forty
years. It also made similarities with Eastern-Central European countries with same experiences visible. These outings
gave a good break in the intensive hours of teaching: English 33 hours, computer techniques 22 not mentioning all the
lessons about management, ﬁnances, processes etc. Spirituality had an important place in the morning prayers and the
Bible studies centred on women in the Bible.
The evaluation proves that the group felt they had been offered two intensive weeks of implementation of what they had
learned in Phase I. But as always in all evaluation the complaint of time being short and of course not all expectations
could be fulﬁlled.
The two weeks success was also due to the hosting group of Wales who carefully planned the course, the visiting
programmes and was also involved in fundraising. The experiences of the last years also secure an excellent group of
resource persons.
Despite these positive facts EFECW decided to drop out and to plan a new similar project for the Southern Belt of
Europe (Portugal, Spain, Malta, Cyprus, Italy and Greece) and the countries of the Balkan.
E.
E. 1.

European Identity and Citizenship -- Women in a Uniting Divided Europe
Christian Ethical Values Referring to a multi cultural Europe – Women’s perspective, Loccum, Germany
October 13 – 17, 2004

150 women from 20 countries gathered in Loccum. The aim of this meeting was: exchange, information, capacity
building especially in political knowledge regarding the developments in Europe and within the EU.
In Loccum a right balance was found between EFECW business and content work. In their greetings both Bishop Dr.
Margot Kässmann and Bishop Josef Homeyer spoke about the responsibility Christians bear and called the participants
to remember values like: tolerance, respect, reconciliation, justice and peace.
Both Bible Study and keynote centred on the challenge of Christian life in a multi-religious Europe. The Panel offered
inputs about the EU constitution and the paragraphs related to women’s rights and insights into discriminatory situations
for Moslems in Germany and for a woman from Serbia-Montenegro trying to brake through the isolation her country
ﬁnds herself in.
The Charta Oecumenica, often looked at as a paper with the lowest common denominator, enjoys wide acceptance and
the fact that all the churches could agree on its content is a big achievement. It was most important to hear that elements
of the Charta Oecumenica have had an inﬂuence on the content of article 52 of the EU Constitution.
During these days the participants became aware that spiritual heritage and political engagement do not exclude each
other. The proof could be found in the closing celebration where spiritual and political elements merged into one big
prayer.
The beautiful setting and the long heritage of Christian traditions make Loccum a very special place. Leaving was not
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easy but the memories of rich and fruitful days went with all participants.
The meeting was perfectly organised by the Committee of EFECW Germany. A rich documentation has been published
in German language and can be ordered at: Oek. Forum Christlicher Frauen in Europa, Georg-Westermann-Allee 76a,
D – 38104 Braunschweig
Conclusions re project work:
As this report shows the choice of themes and issues for projects is most important. The National-Coordinators are
asked to voice their needs. The project group of the Coordinating Committee has to discuss requests, to do some
“marketing research” to deﬁne important themes.
At least as important is the choice of resource persons and not to mention a local group which the organisers can rely on.
Fortunately EFECW is able to count on good cooperation. Thanks therefore to all those involved in the 2004 projects.
3. Contacts and networking
EFECW has a good relationship with the Women’s Desk of CEC. Together a conference on contextual theology was
organised in Volos, Greece where about 30 women attended including members of CEC Central Committee and one
delegate from EYCE. Contacts on the level of the Central Committee are also important; one Co-President always
joins the Central Committee meetings. Our Co-President Katerina Karkala Zorba is now a member of the CEC Central
Committee.
Member of the Coordinating Committee Anne Lagerstedt was chosen to represent the EFECW on the CEC Church and
Society Committee’s Human Rights and Religious Freedom Workshop. No meeting was though organised in 2004 due
to the maternity leave of the Executive Secretary Human Rights of the CSC.
Members of the Coordinating Committee participate in many activities on international and national level building up
contacts with other confessional women’s organisations which often lead to joint projects. Cross border contacts among
the national organisations like between Switzerland and Italy, Romania and Moldova, Germany and the Baltic region
strengthen the network considerably. Further many EFECW women are actively involved in the World Day of Prayer
movement and in local ecumenical women’s groups.

4. Membership

EFECW is constantly growing; our newest member is EFECW Moldova. In other countries the network is reorganizing
itself. Our organisation plays a very important role in initiating and running an ecumenical women’s network which offers
ecumenical dialogue, empowerment, encouragement and mutual understanding.

5. TEAMS

TEAMS is not a homogeneous group. Different structures and working styles make it sometimes difﬁcult to ﬁnd a
common standpoint. Yet in spite of this the understanding and mutual respect has been growing during the past years.
Each organisation contributes her part to the group. The ﬂow of information has improved and more and more we
manage to send participants to the different events of our partners. We need yet to improve our cooperation and our
future meetings and discussions will focus on this. The mixture of organisations grouping mostly young people and
others grouping people belonging to a very important event was the meeting with executives of donor agencies, the
European Commission, CEC and ECEN and Eurodiakonia. EFECW is looking forward to a further good relationship and
cooperation and thanks all members of TEAMS for their work and efforts. EFECW also hopes that from this cooperation
young women who leave WSCF, Syndesmos and EYCE might at a later point join the activities our organisation giving
EFECW a new dynamic and drive. This would be a very valuable contribution since through their engagement in the
youth organisations they have acquired considerable knowledge in management and project work.
Here too it is important to mention all the different tasks like working on the applications, up-dates and reports which
TEAMS implies for all partners. It therefore important to thank all those TEAMS partners who were ready to take over
tasks which sometimes are very time consuming.

6. Internal Management

The Coordinating Committee met twice this year. In May in Bucharest: one major issue was the registration of EFECW
in an EU country. This registration has consequences on the constitution of our organisation which is being reworked
and will be adopted at the 7th General Assembly in 2006. In Bucharest the fundraiser and project coordinator Cath Moss
informed the committee of her decision to leave her post by the end of the year. Before Ruth Baumann, EFECW’s
long term treasurer had signalled that she would like to retire from her job. In October at the meeting in Loccum the
Committee chose Marjatta Viirto as the new treasurer. The search for a new fundraiser ofﬁcer is under way.
Thanks where given to both of them for their commitment to EFECW.
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The Co-Presidents met several times during this year to treat special issues, to prepare the meetings and to deal with
management problems.
Our ofﬁce in Brussels located within the Centre Oecumenique is working with a part-time secretary acting as a turntable
of information and internal administration. The fact that the secretariat is housed within the Ecumenical bodies in Brussels
facilitates the contacts and networking. It also enables EFECW by delegating the secretary to important conferences
and meetings to avoid travel and accommodation costs. The cooperation between the ofﬁce and the Coordinating
Committee is excellent.

8. Finances

It is a fact that actually EFECW is the only partner organisation within TEAMS without a General Secretary or similar staff
person. All work is done by the Coordinating Committee members with assistance of the fundraiser/ project-coordinator
and our part time staff in the ofﬁce in Brussels, who are neither paid a salary or a honorarium.
The ﬁnancial situation of EFECW, just like for all other partner organisations, is not easy and together with our partners
we will have to develop new strategies.
At the beginning of the year in most cases there is little money left to start out on the programme. It usually takes some
months for the donor agencies to forward the allocated sums. EFECW has legal reserves however even when struggling
with insufﬁcient cash-ﬂow - these should not be touched.
Thanks to TEAMS and other donors EFECW has been able to carry through all the planned projects so far. It is
unfortunate that one agency will stop ﬁnancing TEAMS as of next year. In 2003 Soul of Europe gave EFECW a grant
which ﬁnanced some administrative expenses and two projects.
Financial reasons brought about the decision to cancel the National Coordinators meeting in 2005. This decision is highly
affecting the contact with the National Coordinators. With the General Assembly coming up in 2006 a hard decision
since it will reduce the contacts to email yet personal discussions and exchanges are most important at this stage. The
Coordinating Committee hopes to be able to handle this new situation with care and intensive information work.
2004 closes with a lower deﬁcit than budgeted, but there is no reason to rejoice. The challenge is there to make further
efforts to ﬁnd new ﬁnancial resources.

9. Publications

Publications are a very important part of the work that the EFECW does. Two issues of the EFECW News were produced
plus the 2003 Annual Report. EFECW Germany published the report of the National-Coordinators meeting in Loccum.
The CEC Consultation Greece brochure will be available soon. The Web site continues to act as a valuable resource
both to our members and those interested in the women’s ecumenical movement. The moderation of the site will be
moved to the Brussels Ofﬁce and hopefully this transition will not cause too much problems. EFECW also operates two
electronic list serves full time through which information and projects are launched.

10. Conclusion

All in all EFECW looks back on a very active year. At the same time the ﬁnancial worries prevail and hopefully good
cooperation within TEAMS and the interest of donors in the important work of EFECW will secure the programme for
2005.
At this point thanks go to the Co-Presidents, Coordinating Committee members who take over tasks and a heavy load
of work, to the treasurer to the fundraiser / project coordinator and to the ofﬁce in Brussels and last but not least to the
Finance Committee for its commitment and advice.
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Timetable 2004
January

Visit to possible meeting places for GA in Switzerland, Jan 8th. place: Quarten

February

Meeting Co-Presidents in Zurich

Feb/March

Online Interactive Women’s Training Seminar, Leadership and Management, Organizer, project manager
Cath Moss, Internet Feb 1 - Mar 31
Meeting with German Host Group, preparation NC meeting, Feb. 16-17

March

Trafﬁcking in Human Beings, International Workshop, Prevention Seminar, Bucharest, Romania, Mar.
19-23
Finance Committee meeting in Prague, Czech Republic, Mar. 12-14

April

Meeting with Swiss WUCWO Delegate in Zürich

May

CC meeting in Bucharest, meeting with EFECW Rumanian Branch, May 6-9
TEAMS meeting in Brussels, May 14-18, hosted by EYCE
EFECW Hungarian Branch, Mor, Hungary, May 15
(The Forum in Hungary is not organised as an association - the group grew out of the GA 1994 from the host
group. They are under the umbrella of the Ecumenical Council of Churches of Hungary who every year pays their
membership fee. They plan to reorganize the Forum founding an association. )
Meeting with German Host Group

June

Beyond Feminism, Ecumenical Learning, Madrid, June 23-28
CEC Contextual Inter-Confessional Dialogue from Perspective of Women Seminar, Volos, Greece.
June 8-13

August

Adelheit Phase II, Brecon, Wales Aug. 2-17
Participation on WUCWO European Meeting , Trnava SK, Aug. 24 – 28

September

Meeting with HEKS, Sept 2.nd
Visiting two possible centres for GA, 1.st Sept. in Gwatt and Löwenberg
Co-Presidents meeting in Zurich (3 days) Sept. 6-8

October

CEC Central Committee Meeting in Prague
EFECW National Coordinator’s, Finance Committee and the CC Meeting in Loccum,
Germany Oct. 8-17
Planning Committee Protestant Traditions and Realities, Loccum, Germany, Oct. 15-17

November

Workshop “War, Terrorism, Women and Religion”, Feketic, Serbia-Montenegro, Nov 4-7
TEAMS meeting in Greece, Nov. 19-23, hosted by SYNDESMOS

December

Ban on landmines: launch of information
Meeting with the Swiss Host Group planning GA, Dec. 3.rd

Forum Days throughout Europe:
Lithuania: October 28.
Germany: November 5-6. in Muenster
England: November 13. in Birmingham
Scotland: September 18.
Sweden: April 24. in Karlstad
Estonia: November 21. in Tallinn
France: Regular meetings ﬁve times a year
Slovakia: several meetings per year
Finland: several meetings per year
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Financial Report 2004 in CHF

Income
EFECW Membership Contribution
EKD Hanover Grant
Fellowship of the Least Coin, Block Grant
Ref. Church of Berne, Block Grant
HEKS Switzerland, Block Grant
Donations to EFECW Solidarity Fund
Interest
Funding /Contribution NC Meeting Loccum
Contribution for NC-Meeting Strasbourg 2003
Income for Projects:
“Adelheid” UK/Wales
Income for other projects 2003
Finances + Project management in low income community
Ecumenical and Theological Learning SP/Loccum
War, Terrorism, Women and Religion
Combating Trafﬁcking in Human Beings
Project preparation Work ofﬁce Brussels
Online Interactive Women’s Training Seminar
Program & preparatory work for projects
TEAMS Contribution 2003
TEAMS Income Balance per 31.12.2004*

Total

*TEAMS Contribution for projects see separate sheet
Expenditure
Salary + Social Charges Part-time Secretary
Rent Ofﬁce
TF, Fax, E-mail, Mailings
Ofﬁce Equipment
Membership Contribution CEC
Expenses Enabling Team/CC
Issue based Team Visits /Networking Delegations
Bank charges/security deposit charges
Expenses Accounting
Meeting Finance Committee
Auditing annual account /auditors report
Remuneration Fundraising/Project coordination
Travel /Accommodation Enabling Team/CC
Meeting TEAMS
Publications, Web-Site
Set Back for GA 2006
NC-Meeting Strasbourg 2003
NC-Meeting Loccum 2004

Account 2003
17’606.37
0.00
12’895.00
6’000.00
5’000.00
7’541.00
16.82
43’634.50
19’275.00
31’905.50

32’189.50

Loss per 31.12.2003/2004

Budget 2004
18’000.00
5.000.00
13’000.00
6’000.00
5›000.00
3’000.00
300.00
50’000.00

23’609.50

52’500.00

0.00
3’630.90
9’017.25
4’004.00
7.700.00
3.100.00
7’700.00

6.000.00
14’000.00
12’000.00
4.000.00
7.000.00
3.000.00
5’800.00

4’140.00

176’063.69

135’858.30
32’603.00

204’600.00
49’000.00

32’040.00
6’396.00
2’408.15
1’384.00
1’000.00
2’222.30
0.00
224.04
10’113.65

34’335.00
6’260.00
2’593.00

35’000.00
7’000.00
6’000.00

1’000.00
1’180.95
1’273.57
217.18
9’000.00
0.00
1’221.25
9.000.00
9’645.69
410.00
5’842.76
10’000.00

1’000.00
5’000.00
3’000.00
300.00
9’000.00
2’000.00
1’000.00
9’000.00
14’000.00
0.00
5’000.00
10’000.00

21’308.20

50’000.00

21’282.00

52’500.00

0.00
4’086.20
5’777.00
3’957.00
0.00
2’450.00
527.05

6’000.00
14’000.00
12’000.00
4’000.00
8,000.00
3’000.00
5’000.00

14’400.00
12’191.00
799.45
5’135.33
10’000.00
47’883.43

Expenditure for Projects
“Adelheid” UK / Prague
19’782.00
Expenditure other projects 2003
23’837.14
+Finance + Proj. Management in low income, Bul(set back to 2005)
Ecumenical +Theological Learning, Spain, Loccum
War, Terrorism, Women and Religion
Combating Trafﬁcking in Human Beings, RO
+Campaigns against Landmines
Online Interactive Women’s Training Seminar
Contingencies

Total

Account 2004
15’360.00
0.00
11’420.00
6’000.00
5’000.00
13’674.60
6.31
21’495.30

189’816.49
-13’752.80

151’366.95

-15’508.65

261’800.00

+ Due to lack of funding and resource persons projects had to be postponed or cancelled
Voluntary work Co-Presidents & Coordination Committee: 5’000 hours per year = 3 Fulltime Jobs per Year
31.12.2004/R. Baumann. Treasurer EFECW
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10
96’500.06
106‘996.79

141‘349.99

188’048.27

131‘844.94

Total

Total

Capital resources
Set back for GA
Set back for Projects
Kreditoren/Open Bills
Transitorische Passiva
Accounts payable

Account-Name

14.03.2005/R. Baumann

2000
2100
2200
2300
2400

Account-No

Passiva (CHF)

131›844.94

188‘048.27

Loss
7‘471.72

141‘349.99

106‘996.79

Loss
13‘752.80

96.500.06

Loss
15‘508.65

112’008.71
120’749.59
137’036.77
Proﬁt 4’313.22
195’519.99

133’009.75

Loss
1‘164.61

69’338.44
29’777.80
6’000.00
5’147.47
1’745.00
83’091.24
19’777.80
1’325.00
14’514.55
2’041.00

2003
78’778.02
13’000.00
-6’258.75
39’000.00

2002

86’249.74
48’170.00
10’129.20
46’931.84
4’039.21

2001

87’414.55
37000.00
1’205.20
1’690.00
5’700.00

2000

2004

20’645.75
511.21
71’467.35*
145.75
3’730.00
0

2004

20’084.65
698.57
79’524.30*
0.27
6’689.00
0

2003

20’910.30
34’997.19
79’524.30*
19.20
899.00
5’000.00

2002

86’821.60
9’229.13
79’524.30*
1’643.20
1730.04
9’100.00

2001

45’332.85
6’042.40
79’524.30*
435.39
-510.00

2000

Bank Account CHF
Bank Account EURO in CHF
Securities
Cash
Debitoren /Open Credits
Transitorische Aktiva/
Accounts receivable

Account-Name

* Book-value (Market-value: 2000 = 83’828.35; 2001 = 86’087.00; 2002 = 87’134.80; 2003 = 87’382.80; 2004 = 79’585.70)

1000
1100
1400
1500
1600
1700

Account-No

Aktiva (CHF)

Balance of the Financial Year 2004

ECUMENICAL FORUM OF EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN WOMEN
FORUM OECUMENIQUE DE FEMMES CHRETIENNES D’EUROPE
OEKUMENISCHES FORUM CHRISTLICHER FRAUEN IN EUROPA

To the general meeting of the

Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women
Report of the statutory auditors
on the ﬁnancial statements for the year 2004
c/o Ruth Baumann
Treasurer
Kappelenring 28B
3032 Hinterkappelen

(for the year ended 31/12/2004)
29th March 2005
8512/766300 tst/aco

Report of the statutory auditors
to the general meeting of the
Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women
As statutory auditors, we have audited the accounting records and the ﬁnancial statements (balance sheet
and income statement) of the Ecumenical Forum of European Christian Women for the year ended 31st December 2004.
These ﬁnancial statements are the responsibility of the board of directors. Our responsibility is to express
an opinion on these ﬁnancial statements based on our audit. We conﬁrm that we meet the legal requirements concerning professional qualiﬁcation and independence.
Our audit was conducted in accordance with auditing standards promulgated by the Swiss profession,
which require that an audit be planned and performed to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
ﬁnancial statements are free from material misstatement. We have examined on a test basis evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the ﬁnancial statements. We have also assessed the accounting
principles used, signiﬁcant estimates made and the overall ﬁnancial statement presentation. We believe
that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the accounting records and ﬁnancial statements comply with Swiss law and the forum’s articles of incorporation.
We recommend that the ﬁnancial statements submitted to you with the balance sheet total of CHF
96’500.06 and with the capital resources of CHF 53’829.79 be approved.
We further conﬁrm that the bank account “EFECW-TEAMS” was accounted correctly and completely by the
Treasurer EFECW from 1st January 2004 until 31st December 2004.
Berne, 29th March 2005
BDO Visura
Thomas Stutz
Swiss Certiﬁed Accountant
Auditor in Charge

ppa. Heidi Ambühl
Swiss Certiﬁed Accountant
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ECUMENICAL FORUM OF EUROPEAN CHRISTIAN WOMEN
FORUM OECUMENIQUE DE FEMMES CHRETIENNES D’EUROPE
OEKUMENISCHES FORUM CHRISTLICHER FRAUEN IN EUROPA

FORUM OFFICE:
Rue Joseph II, 174
B-1000 BRUXELLES BELGIUM
T +32-(0)2-234-6805
F +32-(0)2-231-1413
E-mail :
forum.oecumenique
@skynet.be
www.efecw.org

